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The Mad Miner is back with more true tales from life on the mining trail from comical situations to
true rantings by a miner who walked the walk. Meet plenty of characters from high and low
places as the author breaks silence on everything from mine carnage to camp bunnies and
more. Join hands as we jump down the rabbit hole together.
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characters from the halls of fame and shame. In this third volume of the trilogy, discover century-
old secrets of mining hall of famers Sir Harry Oakes and Sandy McIntyre, both blessed and
cursed with the Midas touch. For animal lovers, we have more naughty bruins on the loose. For
blue-blood watchers, we’ll be dressing in our best jiggin’ diggers for the grand miners’ ball with
the Gypsy King and his Pail Queen. Join the bucket brigade for a fire in the mine, comb the
tundra for the three stranded amigos, look death in the face and a tornado straight in the eye. For
aspiring sleuths, we’ll be presenting the coveted golden turkey award for solving a miner
mystery. Meet Survivor Art, Cheechako Man, Ra’s ugly Daughters, Railroad Red, Omer the
tentmaker, Billy Two Feathers, the elusive Miss Kirkland and the diamond-studded Bavarian
Huntress. By popular request, “Mookie” is back with “jugs in the jungle” and more death-defying
antics. And if your ego is still inflated, there’s Corporal Barbie Doll, the redcoat from hell.For
those daring souls who care to continue, we’ll be laughing out loud at the foibles of life, at
ourselves or just for the hell of it. Feel the wrath from the “gods of ore and gore” and rub



shoulders with ghosts in the galley at the “Miner’s Hall of Justice” as an old digger breaks the
miner’s code of silence. Freedom comes from speaking out freely or wearing purple pajamas in
public. The Mad Miner is almost there with a censor-free pen and a Superman suit under his
diggers. Add a sprinkle of tommyrot hog-wash and a dash of jabberwocky chatter, then stir the
pot well and “bingo”, we have all the ingredients for Rantings of a Mad Miner.CHAPTER ONE
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miner’s code of silence. Freedom comes from speaking out freely or wearing purple pajamas in
public. The Mad Miner is almost there with a censor-free pen and a Superman suit under his
diggers. Add a sprinkle of tommyrot hog-wash and a dash of jabberwocky chatter, then stir the
pot well and “bingo”, we have all the ingredients for Rantings of a Mad Miner.CHAPTER
ONEMUSHED AWAY“History is the version of past events that people have decided to agree
upon”— Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821),Military Genius and First Emperor of France.“Land
sakes, look in my turkey!” Phoebe bel1owed.“Saints alive, how can this be?” exclaimed Old Bill,
examining it more closely with his specs.“Is that what I think it is?”“Sure looks like it.”“I’ll ask the
manager at the market tomorrow when the cranberry shipment arrives,” she said.“Phoebe, why
don’t I show it to Sandy first before you go to market? This town is already gold crazy so let’s not
spark another false mining rush.”By the fall of 1925, the Glover family had been living in Timmins
two full years. My paternal grandfather arrived in the relatively new Timmins Gold Camp in 1923,
looking for a fresh start, a new beginning. Phoebe was a graduate of the Toronto Conservatory
of Music and played the violin in the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. Soon after graduating in
1917 as a Pharmacist from University of Toronto, Old Bill had opened his own drug store in
Toronto at the corner of Bloor and Manning Streets with seed money from his father. Life was
good and the business did well, so well that he opened a second pharmacy several years later
in Islington at Bloor and Dundas Highway. Old Bill decided to run the new Islington store himself
and leave the original in the hands of his trusted manager. As fate would have it, his hired
manager was not deserving of his trust, skimming from the till until the entire business went into
bankruptcy and foreclosure. Forced to regroup, Old Bill spotted an advertisement in the Toronto
Star for a pharmacist at a Timmins drug store, some ten hours north by train. He had heard
about the new mining town from his brother-in-law Jim Compo, a packsack miner who had
worked in the northern mines before going overseas to fight in the Great War. Old Bill took the
job and moved his family there by train in 1923 with kids in tow. Their three children, all born in
Toronto, included my 2-year-old father Bill Senior, his 5-year-old sister Yvonne, and baby Ruth.
Phoebe found a big change to her lifestyle moving to a rough and tumble northern mining camp.
It was the days before snow machines, so prospectors still ran dog sleds in the wintertime to
stake new claims or work old ones. It was also a few years before commercial flights or before
the Ferguson Highway was pushed north, so the only way into Timmins was by train or through
the canoe routes.McIntyre Gold Mine, Timmins, Ontario, CanadaOnce back on his feet in
Timmins, Old Bill played the gold stocks, befriending and grubstaking several local prospectors
with modest amounts of cash. He was hoping to strike it rich on a new gold discovery, maybe
recover his losses from the bankrupt business. One of Old Bill’s prospecting buddies was Sandy
McIntyre, the future Canadian Mining Hall of Famer with the certified Midas touch. Sandy
discovered the namesake McIntyre Gold Mine, which would eventually produce over 10 million
ounces of gold, albeit he only realized $5,000 from the sale and soon squandered that on
drinking and partying.The next day after Phoebe’s turkey incident, Old Bill looked at his pocket
watch, which was attached to a gold chain in his vest watch pocket, and his suspicions were



right. He found his old prospecting buddy Sandy at the Empire Hotel drinking beer, a daily
routine in late afternoon. After moving to a quieter table, Old Bill unwrapped his cloth
handkerchief exposing the treasure, which was about twice the size of a molar tooth.“That’s
almost solid gold!” Sandy exclaimed, after biting his left canine deep into the gold nugget.“As we
thought.” Old Bill nodded in agreement.“Where’d you get it, Bill?” asked Sandy, his eyes still
glowing from gold fever.“Phoebe found it, gutting her turkey.”“Well, I’ll be damned, a golden
turkey!” Sandy exclaimed. “There’s got to be more. Where did Phoebe buy the tom,
anyway?”“From the downtown Timmins market.”“And it’s rounded – so placer gold,” Sandy
observed as he examined the nugget more closely.“Then it wasn’t high graded from
underground,” mused Old Bill.“You’re right. This is definitely surface gold.” Sandy handed the
nugget back. “ I know some local Timmins farmers who raise turkeys,” he added. “I can check it
out next week, after I meet up with some investors at Charlie’s Hotel in Kirkland Lake. And listen
up, Bill; let’s keep this our little secret until then. We don’t want to let the cat out of the bag.
Besides, it would start a mining rush and we’d lose out on this opportunity.”“Okay, but let me
know what you find.” Old Bill shook Sandy’s hand and left.The Empire wasn’t Sandy’s regular
drinking establishment, but he had been seeing a foxy palm reader with a room at the Empire
under the premise of getting his luck back. Just a few months earlier on July 11, 1925, Timmins
was commemorating the 14th anniversary of the Great Porcupine Fire, which started when a
freak wind storm came up and flattened the curling rink plus a number of poorly built, shanty-
roofed homes. According to sources, the palm reader who was staying at the Empire foretold the
curling club incident. There may have been some hanky-panky going on between the two, but
officially Sandy was seeing her for advice on his claim staking. Sandy was convinced she had
real mystic powers so a little luck might just rub off, even if it cost a few dollars per visit to her
room.
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bankruptcy and foreclosure. Forced to regroup, Old Bill spotted an advertisement in the Toronto
Star for a pharmacist at a Timmins drug store, some ten hours north by train. He had heard
about the new mining town from his brother-in-law Jim Compo, a packsack miner who had
worked in the northern mines before going overseas to fight in the Great War. Old Bill took the
job and moved his family there by train in 1923 with kids in tow. Their three children, all born in
Toronto, included my 2-year-old father Bill Senior, his 5-year-old sister Yvonne, and baby Ruth.
Phoebe found a big change to her lifestyle moving to a rough and tumble northern mining camp.
It was the days before snow machines, so prospectors still ran dog sleds in the wintertime to
stake new claims or work old ones. It was also a few years before commercial flights or before
the Ferguson Highway was pushed north, so the only way into Timmins was by train or through
the canoe routes.McIntyre Gold Mine, Timmins, Ontario, CanadaOnce back on his feet in
Timmins, Old Bill played the gold stocks, befriending and grubstaking several local prospectors
with modest amounts of cash. He was hoping to strike it rich on a new gold discovery, maybe
recover his losses from the bankrupt business. One of Old Bill’s prospecting buddies was Sandy
McIntyre, the future Canadian Mining Hall of Famer with the certified Midas touch. Sandy
discovered the namesake McIntyre Gold Mine, which would eventually produce over 10 million
ounces of gold, albeit he only realized $5,000 from the sale and soon squandered that on
drinking and partying.The next day after Phoebe’s turkey incident, Old Bill looked at his pocket
watch, which was attached to a gold chain in his vest watch pocket, and his suspicions were
right. He found his old prospecting buddy Sandy at the Empire Hotel drinking beer, a daily
routine in late afternoon. After moving to a quieter table, Old Bill unwrapped his cloth
handkerchief exposing the treasure, which was about twice the size of a molar tooth.“That’s
almost solid gold!” Sandy exclaimed, after biting his left canine deep into the gold nugget.“As we
thought.” Old Bill nodded in agreement.“Where’d you get it, Bill?” asked Sandy, his eyes still
glowing from gold fever.“Phoebe found it, gutting her turkey.”“Well, I’ll be damned, a golden
turkey!” Sandy exclaimed. “There’s got to be more. Where did Phoebe buy the tom,
anyway?”“From the downtown Timmins market.”“And it’s rounded – so placer gold,” Sandy
observed as he examined the nugget more closely.“Then it wasn’t high graded from
underground,” mused Old Bill.“You’re right. This is definitely surface gold.” Sandy handed the
nugget back. “ I know some local Timmins farmers who raise turkeys,” he added. “I can check it
out next week, after I meet up with some investors at Charlie’s Hotel in Kirkland Lake. And listen
up, Bill; let’s keep this our little secret until then. We don’t want to let the cat out of the bag.
Besides, it would start a mining rush and we’d lose out on this opportunity.”“Okay, but let me
know what you find.” Old Bill shook Sandy’s hand and left.The Empire wasn’t Sandy’s regular
drinking establishment, but he had been seeing a foxy palm reader with a room at the Empire
under the premise of getting his luck back. Just a few months earlier on July 11, 1925, Timmins
was commemorating the 14th anniversary of the Great Porcupine Fire, which started when a
freak wind storm came up and flattened the curling rink plus a number of poorly built, shanty-
roofed homes. According to sources, the palm reader who was staying at the Empire foretold the



curling club incident. There may have been some hanky-panky going on between the two, but
officially Sandy was seeing her for advice on his claim staking. Sandy was convinced she had
real mystic powers so a little luck might just rub off, even if it cost a few dollars per visit to her
room.Sandy McIntyre (right), with investor c.1925As Sandy and Old Bill had chatted away, they
were oblivious to several regulars sitting at the next table with their ears tuned into the
conversation about new-found gold. That golden turkey rumour started a staking rush in
Timmins and within days, the eavesdroppers had staked claims around every farm within 20
miles of Timmins.Dog team, Timmins, Ontario c.1925This was all well and good, but the truth
finally emerged when Phoebe confronted the manager of the market about the turkey’s origin. It
turns out the turkey was not local but was supplied by the Abattoir Company of Northern
Manitoba, where placer mining was taking place. The turkey somehow swallowed the gold
nugget in Manitoba, and not Timmins.When Sandy returned to Timmins after his trip, his cronies
in the bar eagerly informed him of the real turkey story.“Sandy, that was some turkey of a lead
you gave us,” one duped prospector buddy said and they all had a good laugh at Sandy’s
expense. Sandy laughed too but never forgot the golden turkey award from his buddies. He had
his reputation as “Goldfinger” to upkeep.The year 1928 brought tragedy, joy and opportunity for
Phoebe and Old Bill. On February 10, 1928, a fire started on the 550-foot level of the Hollinger
Mine with 921 men on shift that day. Old Bill was asked to report to the hospital because of his
medical training. When the fire was out, the final body count was 39 miners killed, most by
deadly carbon monoxide gas, caused by garbage igniting in a stope where the fire started. It was
an embarrassment and wake up call for Ontario when the Americans sent a mine rescue train
car to Timmins along with trained mine rescue personnel and breathing apparatus. Ontario had
neither. That deadly fire sparked the Godson inquiry, which spawned Ontario mine rescue a year
later and included the first provincial mine rescue stations in Timmins, Kirkland Lake and
Sudbury.Shortly after the Hollinger Fire, a new lease was being negotiated for Old Bill’s Timmins
drug store, located in the Goldfields Theatre Building on the south side on Third Avenue at the
corner of Balsam. With the loss of baby Ruth to pneumonia and arrival of baby Jack, the Glover
family was due for a change of scenery, so it was timely when Old Bill had a call to manage the
Kirkland Lake Pharmacy. The family packed up again in 1928 after five years in Timmins and
moved two hours south to Kirkland Lake, another rip-roaring mining camp. Phoebe’s only
brother, Jim Compo, was working at the Wright-Hargreaves Mine at the time, and this also
played a part in their move. The Glovers bought a house on Fourth Street in Kirkland Lake, one
of the few with piped-in water. Most neighbours walked to a common standpipe on the street to
haul pails of water.Shortly after moving to Kirkland Lake, Sandy McIntyre stopped at the house
for a visit and showed a special interest in the family dog. Old Bill had bought his son a dog, a
husky named Rowdy, which followed my father everywhere except when he ran off on little
adventures. Rowdy came home one day yelping and wimping with a dozen porcupine quills
stuck in his mouth and nose. Old Bill pulled each one out with pliers while his son did his best to
hold down his canine buddy. Rowdy stayed close to home for a while, then one day mysteriously



disappeared. The kid searched everywhere, ever vigilant and hopeful that his pal Rowdy would
turn up.Bill Sr. with dog Rowdy, Kirkland Lake, Ontario c.1928Although none of the neighbours
saw it, one day the kid was walking on Government Road and was forced to stop to allow a
Prospector’s dog team to pass on the street, a common sight in 1920s Kirkland Lake. His jaw
dropped as he stood waiting and couldn’t believe his eyes. He spotted his pet dog Rowdy tied to
the harness behind the lead dog pulling the sled, mouth still red and swollen from the quills. And
the kid recognized the musher as Sandy McIntyre himself, the same prospector who discovered
the Timmins gold mine. He tried waving him down but all in vain, as Sandy just kept mushing on
a mission in search of more gold. He never saw Rowdy or Sandy again.“Old Sandy McIntyre
stole my dog … saw it with my own eyes,” the kid told his father.“Rowdy will come back,” Old Bill
said, to appease his distraught son, but deep down he knew the dog-nabbing was Sandy’s
revenge for the Golden Turkey hoax.CHAPTER TWOGIMME FIVE“Rule number one, the Boss
is always right. And if we know that the Boss is wrong, simply refer back to the rule number
one”— Anonymous“Another big rockburst in Number 3 shaft last night. The mine is shut down
until we fix the shaft,” said Managing Director Alfred Blomfield, to his boss on the other end of
the phone.“Alfred, we’re losing $30,000 every damn day the wheels aren’t turning. What are you
going to do about it?” asked Harry, the Lake Shore mine owner.“Harry, I think we need to bite the
bullet and sink a new shaft.”“That’s easy for you to say with my money.”“The Number One Shaft
is already history, so Number 3 is the only shaft skipping pay dirt to the mill. And now it’s
disabled too,” Blomfield reminded Harry.“Okay, have your planners scout out a new shaft
location and we’ll review it next week when I’m in Kirkland Lake for the quarterly meetings,” said
Harry, then promptly hung up.It would be several years before Harry was knighted by the King of
England, then brutally bludgeoned at his Nassau mansion in an unsolved murder. Incorporated
in 1914, Harry’s Lake Shore Mine would produce 8.5 million ounces of gold worth $10 billion in
today’s bucks. Over its long mine life, four generations of my own Glover family would work at
Lake Shore and 72 miners would lose their lives in that deep, dirty hole. In 1934, when this
rockburst conversation took place, there were only two vertical shafts, the old abandoned
Number 1 Shaft, which was sunk down the gut of the ore and the Number 3 main production
shaft, also too close to the extensive underground mine workings. The so-called No.2 shaft was
really just a shallow track decline for transporting timber and supplies underground to a station
off the Number 3 Shaft. The Number 4 Shaft was an internal shaft or winze used as an offset
continuation of No.3 Shaft extending from the 4325 level to the bottom depths of the mine at
8,100 feet. There would later be another shaft and a winze but I seem to be getting ahead of
myself. Harry’s planners were tasked to find a location.As the mining progressed deeper with
rockbursts occurring regularly in the main No. 3 production shaft, there was some urgency to
sink a new shaft in a safer location further from the ore. For non-miners, “rockbursts” are mining-
induced earthquakes, where the rock literally explodes like high-tempered glass due to
pressures from the depths, often without warning. Imagine your glass house imploding from the
closing jaws of a giant vise as a tornado lifts it off its foundation: nowhere to run, nowhere to



hide. Just close your eyes and pray your Guardian Angel is not a slacker on coffee break.Lake
Shore 5 Shaft construction, Kirkland Lake, Ontario 1935Meanwhile, the Lake Shore planners
and engineers reviewed all kinds of options, including locations in the hangingwall and footwall
of the orebody. If you were inside the Leaning Tower of Pisa and it toppled over, the footwall
would hit the ground first and the hangingwall would hang ominously over your head on the ride
down, much like a miner trapped in a stope. With a south-dipping orebody, placing the new shaft
in the hangingwall on solid ground near the highway would have been the easier and least
expensive option with less level development. A footwall location to the north, out in the lake,
could be the safest long-term solution, but also the most expensive and technically challenging.
What to do? What to do?When Blomfield walked in the planning office to check progress, the
chief planner said, “We’re looking at options for 5 shaft in the lake. Wasn’t Kirkland Lake named
by a surveyor after some secretary in Toronto?”“Yes, in 1907 a surveyor, L.V. Rorke, named the
lake after Winnie Kirkland, a secretary with the Ontario Department of Mines. Rumour has it she
never laid eyes on the lake or the town.”“Know anything more about them?”Louis Valentine
Rorke was the third of eight children. He was born February 9, 1865 in Heathcote, near
Collingwood, Ontario and was raised there on the family farm, cleared from the wilderness by his
father and uncle. His father Thomas Rorke married Sarah Richardson in a Quaker ceremony. His
paternal grandfather and family patriarch, William Rorke, was from Waterford County Ireland and
the first postmaster in the Collingwood area. Louis’ maternal grandmother Elizabeth Valentine
was a Quaker who emigrated as a young girl from Belfast Ireland, settled in Pickering Ontario in
1832 and married an Irishman James Richardson after he converted to the Quaker faith. Louis
was a Civil Engineer by training. He received his license as an Ontario Land Surveyor in 1890
and worked privately in the field as a surveyor and engineer, living in North Bay and Sudbury but
surveying throughout Northern Ontario and into Manitoba. He moved to Toronto in 1904 and
from 1905 to 1909 was employed on surveys for the Ontario government, including in
Haileybury, where Rorke Avenue is named after him. He named Kirkland Lake after Winnie in
1907 and two years later in 1909 he was appointed Assistant Surveyor, Department of Crown
Lands Ontario. Based in Toronto, he worked through the ranks to become Director of Crown
Lands. In 1925 at age 60, he and Maud sailed to England on vacation and in 1928, Louis was
appointed Surveyor General for the province.”“What about Winnie?”“Winnie’s full name was
Mary Helen Winnifred Kirkland. An only child, she was born July 21, 1879 in Alliston, Simcoe
County, Ontario to Matilda Fraser and Alexander Mair Kirkland, a bank manager who emigrated
from Scotland with his family as a young man. Winnie was a stenographer by training and
worked as Secretary at the Ontario Mines Department in Toronto.”“And why did Rorke pick
Winnie Kirkland to name the lake? Was there some hanky-panky going on there?”“At the time,
Winnie was a 28-year-old spinster living alone with her mother. Louis was 42 years old and
happily married to a younger American-born wife Maud Lillaly. Louis and Maud were married in
Manhattan, New York and by 1907 they had a three-year-old son Cedric and were living in
Toronto. Louis was a Quaker and Winnie was a Presbyterian, so they didn’t go to the same



church. He was a surveyor who did work for the Department of Mines and she was an assistant
in the Toronto office. There may have been flirtations in the office but as far as we know, it was
just a work relationship, but then, you never know,” said Bloomfield as he chatted with his Lake
Shore planner in 1934.“Know anything more about Winnie? Still an old maid?”“Her father died in
1886 when Winnie was only 7 years old. Winnie lived with her widowed mother who was an
invalid the last few years of her life until Matilda died in 1925. Two years later at 48 years old,
Winnie married in 1927 for the first time to a 50-year-old widower Frank Edward Joselin. Frank
was a valuator who remarried just 3 years after his first wife Anna died. He was United and
Winnie Presbyterian, so they compromised and were married in an Anglican church. She’s now
55 years old, still married to Frank and still in the same job, but enough chitchat. Harry will be
here soon.”Sir Harry Oakes, multi-millionaire, owner, Lake Shore Mine c.1935As local mining
lore would have it, the Lake Shore planners sat befuddled for days at their drafting tables, and
who shows up two days early for his 1934 Directors meeting but mine owner Harry Oakes
himself. Bad-tempered Harry had many faults, but one fault Harry could never be accused of
was indecisiveness. The man had not one wishy-washy bone in his body.“Where are we going to
sink the new Number 5 Shaft?” Harry asked.“We have a half dozen options for you to look at,”
Blom-field informed him.“Let’s go outside and settle this!” hollered Harry, fed up with the
bullshit.Pugnacious Harry, followed by Blomfield and his motley crew of planners, walked out the
office and down to the shores of Kirkland Lake, the namesake lake on the “Mile of Gold” – or
what remained after the local mines dumped several million tons of raw mine tailings in the
lake.The year was 1934, the same year my grandparents Phoebe and Old Bill Glover moved to
the Lake Shore apartments. Harry’s crew stood and watched as the boss bent over and picked
up a rock, a flat rounded and elongated stone about the size of a one-ounce wafer of
gold.“What’s he up to?” whispered Jack Adamson to Blomfield.“Not sure Jack, but damned if I
know what this has to do with a new mine shaft location.”Just as those words were spoken,
Harry contorted his torso to the right as he extended his right hand backwards and threw it as far
as he could. The flat stone skipped along the surface of the water a half-dozen times, then
submerged and disappeared.“Gimme five – gimme five there,” Harry said matter-of-factly as the
concentric ripples migrated outwards in perfect circles from the point where the skipper
sank.“You want us to sink the Number 5 shaft in the lake?” Blomfield asked, not believing his
ears.“You heard me right,” Harry said, then sauntered back to his Oakes Estate for breakfast.My
grandfather Old Bill was on shift that day and local folklore corroborates the story of choosing
the location for Lake Shore Five shaft, last of the surface shafts sunk at Lake Shore.Where the
rock made a splash in 1934 is exactly where Lake Shore No.5 Shaft was sunk a year later in
1935, out in the lake. It would take an engineering feat of floating double-walled steel ring
sections out in the lake on a barge, excavating the unconsolidated material under pressure, then
filling them with concrete to establish the shaft collar. The main caisson or double-walled steel
tub installed in 1935 by the Foundation Company of Canada Limited was 40 feet in diameter and
28 feet finished diameter inside, with six feet of reinforced concrete in the outer annulus. The



caisson was 66 feet in height installed in sections, through unconsolidated mine tailings and
lake-bottom clays, then pinned and grouted into bedrock. Two smaller but similar caissons for
the headframe backlegs were installed closer to shore. Not everyone agreed with Harry’s choice
of locating the new No. 5 Shaft out in the lake, but Harry was the boss and the boss is always
right.Because Old Harry was right about placing the shaft in a safe place, jump ahead fifty-some
years to 1989 when I was able to descend through that same No.5 shaft into the bowels of the
Lake Shore Mine. Lac supervisor Roy Croxall and I rode the cage all the way down to the shaft
bottom and pump station on 3,950 foot level in search of a mystery water leak on surface. And
we also checked out the Number 6 Shaft for water. It was actually an internal winze and offset
mate to Number 5, sunk from 3,575 to the 6,075 foot level.Our hoistman that day in 1989 was
Dennis Yade, bless his soul. Roy had called Dennis at home to come out to the idle old Lake
Shore. Roy and I were lowered down the shaft in the man cage, my last trip down the Lake Shore
Number 5 shaft shortly before it was locked up for good. We ventured around the old mine alone,
just the two of us to check out a water problem. Dennis was alone on surface at the controls of
the manual ten-foot diameter drum winder. Not one other soul but Dennis knew Roy and I were
underground that day, just the 3 amigos or so we thought.There is nothing more eerie than being
underground in an idle old mine where the walls talk, pipes sing and ghosts come out to play on
your mind. With eerie noises, echoes and groaning from those 72 lost souls in the mine that day,
we kept the mood upbeat by laughing, joking and discussing the finer points of viniculture.L.V.
Rorke, surveyor c.1935“You know Bill, we are now directly under the lake, the actual Kirkland
Lake. What ever happened to that surveyor guy and that secretary Winnie Kirkland?” Roy
asked.“Roy, funny you should ask. The surveyor Louis Rorke retired, but held the position as
secretary of the Association of Ontario Land Surveyors until the time of his death in 1943 at 78
years old in Toronto. His younger American wife outlived him by 20 years. Their only child Cedric
also became a Civil Engineer who surveyed on the Alaskan Highway construction. Cedric
served overseas with the Royal Canadian Artillery during WW2 and Louis had two legitimate
granddaughters from Cedric’s failed marriage and a third that Cedric fathered while in England
during WW2. Louis, Maude and Cedric are all buried at Toronto’s Forest Lawn
Mausoleum.“What became of Winnie?”“Winnie and Frank retired and were living in
Scarborough north of Toronto in 1957. Frank died in December 1959 and Winnie a few months
later on May 14, 1960 at 80 years old. There were no children from their marriage and they are
buried at Mount Pleasant Cemetery.” I said as a cold twinge ran up and down my spine.Winnie
Kirkland, secretary c1935Despite our stories and joking around underground, Roy and I kept
looking over our shoulders with the spooky feeling that one or more of the 72 ghost miners were
tailing us as we scooted back to the shaft station.“Blomfield was with Sir Harry that day and a
street was named after him. Do you know Blomfield’s story?” Roy asked.“Yes, but there’s our
cage. Let’s get the hell out of here, Roy.”When Dennis hoisted Roy and me up safely to the
sunshine, we dished out high fives at the Number 5 collar. Two men went down and three came
back up, up from the bowels of the Lake Shore Mine. There was Roy and myself and the ghost of



“Sir Skipper” Harry Oakes, still hunting for gold below the waters of Kirkland Lake.CHAPTER
THREEBURIED WRIGHT“Never think that war, no matter how necessary, nor how justified, is
not a crime.”—Ernest Hemingway (1899–1961),American writer, war journalist and1954 Nobel
Prize winner in LiteratureWhen miners Don, Ed, Art, and young Stan ate dinner before the night
shift on Friday August 14, 1964, only the gods of ore and gore knew their fate. These four miners
would be punching their time cards for underground one final time at the Wright-Hargreaves
Gold Mine. The death knell was already ringing at the deep and tired old mine, scheduled to be
closed by their employer within the year once the rich, remnant pillars were mined out. It had
been over five years since a miner lost his life at their mine, but the Grim Reaper was lurking and
would collect his quota of souls before another shift ended.Wright Hargreaves Gold Mine,
Kirkland Lake, Ontario 1958After dinner that evening, Artur Pervik picked up his lunch pail and
thermos of coffee as he did routinely before heading to work, then said goodbye to his wife Molle
and three children Tom, Ellen, and Peeter. He drove alone from his house at Taylor & Lebel
Avenue shortly after 6:00 PM for the ten-minute trip to the Wright-Hargreaves Gold Mine.Art
followed his regular routine, which was to enter the mine dry, leave his street clothes in his
locker, then lower his basket and change into his green long-sleeved work shirt and matching
green pants. The mine was quite dry, so stope miners did not wear oilers. Art had brought a
laundry bag from home since this was the last shift before the short change weekend. He
planned to wash his dirty clothes over the weekend before reporting for Monday day-shift, but
little did he know his green dirty diggers would never be worn again.Once dressed for
underground, Art picked up his cap lamp from the charging rack, and reported to the Night
Captain Harry Gould at the wicket for his shift lineup. His new partner Stan, a young Polish lad of
18, had been working in the mine a little over a month, since high school ended. Young Stan had
decided to work in the mine permanently, much to the chagrin of his father, who pleaded with his
son to stay in school. Stan’s father had fled Poland following the Nazi invasion and immigrated to
Canada, where he hoped to give his family a fresh start and his children an education. Little did
Stan know his working career in the mine would be cut short by tragedy.Harry Gould informed
Art he would be drilling on the longwall in 4201 Stope, his regular work place. Art’s 4201 stope
was below the 4,000 foot level and his drill set up on the face only 30 feet below the level. During
the normal mining cycle, eight-foot uppers were taken for chutes at the level, then the stope
shrunk up to the halfway point, breasting with a shrinkage method. The upper portion was then
long-walled in vertical panels from there to the 4,000 level using hand-held jackleg drills and the
opening heavily supported by large stull timbers and squeeze blocks, which were installed by a
separate timber crew.Art and Stan stood together on deck until their level was called.“Last call,
last call for 4,000 level!” hollered the cagetender.The four men stepped on the 16-man cage in
the main No. 4 shaft, unaware this would be the last ride down for all, final curtains for some. The
cage rattled along on the guides for some four minutes until it decelerated to a halt at the 4,000
foot level. Also exiting on the level were Don Yaworski and Ed Duchesne, who were working in
the 4001–0 stope above the level and directly above Art’s stope.Art and his partner Stan walked



down the drift about 200 feet on the 4,000 foot level where they stopped at their normal lunch
area. They had make-shift seats made of timber planks and covered with burlap. Some miners
called them beds. They felt safe here since the drift was timbered with 12×12 inch BC fir timber
sets which consisted of two 12 by 12 inch posts and cap at close spacing between the sets. The
drift and raise crews normally went straight to work, but stope crews typically had a tea or coffee
before going to work at the beginning of shift. Art and Stan plus Don and Ed all sat here for a
coffee that shift before climbing the ladders into their stopes. Don was the 45-year-old machine
runner who had worked at the mine since 1946, a WW2 veteran with the Fort Gary Horse Guard
Regiment. Don was still getting over his wife Olive’s death the previous September. His daughter
Christine was married, but his two young sons, David 16 and Arthur 15, were still in high school
living at home with him in their apartment at 17 McKelvie in Kirkland Lake, next door to Delbert
and Alice Condie. Don was born 1919 in Toronto to Polish immigrants, but schooled in nearby
Coburg with his two sisters Jessie and Ola.
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Karers, “A Great Read - Living My Worst Nightmares Vicariously. The author makes a lifestyle
out of doing what most of us won't even attempt. Being an armchair adventure-seeker myself,
this book has it all...close encounters with grizzlies and hibernating bears, sleeping in tents in
the arctic winter, failing aircraft, and how it feels to be trapped in a flooding mine elevator,
stranded at a remote worksite, or responsible for the lives of others trapped in a mine. The
author probably didn't intend to highlight his true, tough Canadian spirit like he did, but it shows. I
will continue to recommend this book to my family and friends.”
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